New England Corvette Caravan

1. Bare, Elise - Paid
2. Bare, Michael - Paid
3. Cadoret, Steve - Paid
4. Capone, Art - Paid
5. Capone, Carol - Paid
6. Collis, Brian - Paid
7. Hostak, Ruth - Paid
8. Hostak, Tony - Paid
9. Inwald, Robin - Paid
10. Inwald, Robin - Paid
11. Levy, Marty - Paid
12. Lombardi, Doug - Paid
13. Nastre, Art - Paid
14. Paolilli, Larry - Paid
15. Pizzimenti, Jim - Paid
16. Pytlovany, John - Paid
17. Pytlovany, Pat - Paid
18. Southworth, Peter - Paid
19. Southworth, Theresa - Paid
20. Summers, Karen - Paid
21. Uliano, Barb - Paid
22. Uliano, Ken - Paid
23. White, Bob - Paid
24. White, Sharon - Paid